Analysis on Micro-Course Teaching for Optimizing Higher Vocational P.E Teaching Mode---Taking Gas Volleyball as an Example
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Abstract—This paper introduces the concept and features of the micro-course, and for the fabrication, application and management of P.E micro-course, it puts forward the advice and suggestions for the P.E teaching informationization resource construction, in order to seek for the best way of P.E micro-course platform teaching. The result shows that, in P.E course teaching, applying in the micro-course aided teaching mode can better meet students’ individualized learning for various knowledge points in P.E subject, which not only can find deficiencies, but also can strengthen the consolidation of knowledge. It is an important complement and expanding resource for traditional P.E classroom learning and practice, in order to provide reference for optimizing higher vocational P.E teaching mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper, based on the autonomous learning mode of network technology, uses the modern network information technology, in the teaching mode of P.E micro-course, through campus network and course website platform for production and application of P.E micro-course for aided teaching, constructing and perfecting higher vocational P.E micro-course construction and management mechanism, in order to provide reference for optimizing higher vocational P.E teaching mode.

II. RESEARCH SUBJECT AND METHOD

A. Research Subject

The teaching subject is 118 students of the second grade gas volleyball course. For the convenience of research and analysis, we will divide the experimental subjects randomly into two groups, namely, experiment group of 58 people and control group of 60 people.

B. Research Method

1) Literature Material Method

Through looking up relevant literature materials and books, grasping relevant micro-course fabrication and teaching mode, we can conduct scientific experiment design concept for analyzing the application mode of P.E micro-course aided P.E teaching.

2) Experiment Method

The control group adopts traditional P.E teaching cultivation mode and the experiment group adopts micro-course teaching aided practice classroom teaching cultivation mode, in order to ensure the same class times, testing place, content and method of the control group and experiment group.

3) Mathematics Statistics Method

It adopts variance analysis for the two groups of students’ comprehensive ability index performance for differential significance testing after implementing teaching experiment, in order to investigate the teaching effect of different P.E teaching modes. The whole testing index data uses statistics software ASPSS11.0 for statistics processing and quantitative analysis.

III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. Existing Problem Analysis of Current Higher Vocational P.E Course Teaching

1) The Teaching Content Is Monotonous, Lacking of Flexibility.

In teaching content and mode selection, it is old and boring. In the selection of teaching mode, content, time and place, it lacks of flexibility.

2) Traditional Teaching Mode and Backward Thinking

It adopts the teachers’ explanation→demonstration→students practice→correcting wrong actions→practice again of traditional teaching mode for teaching, fully ignoring the main body role of students, restricting students’ initiative and enthusiasm.

3) Hard to Breakthrough the Important and Difficult Points in Teaching

P.E teaching is the teaching process surrounding action skills, and the important and difficult points of action skills are the main line of P.E teaching.

4) Teaching Information Resource Shortage of Autonomous Learning

With the application of computer information technology in teaching field, they are dispersed in the
teachers’ personal computer, and the resource utilization rate is very low.

B. Advantages of P.E Micro-Course Teaching Mode

1) Concept
P.E micro-course refers to a micro online P.E video network learning course of taking video as the main carrier and design development, with time of 15 min, recording the teachers’ teaching and learning activity process surrounding a certain knowledge point (important and difficult point) or in the teaching link.

Its core is classroom teaching video, including relevant teaching design, material coursework, teaching reflection, practice testing and student feedback, teachers’ comment and other aided teaching resources (Figure 1).

(Figure 1) P.E micro-course teaching resource diagram

2) Features

a) Short Time
The teaching video is generally within 15 minutes.

b) Clear Content
It is recording the teachers’ short teaching activity surrounding a certain knowledge point.

c) Much Resource
Its core is classroom teaching video, and also it includes teaching design and multimedia coursework, teaching reflection, student feedback and practice and testing, etc., in order to create a real learning situation for learners.

3) Construction and Management of P.E Micro-Course
Because P.E micro-course is a new resource type, its design concept, construction strategy, development technology, application mode are different from traditional resource construction, with a certain uniqueness.

a) Credit Management
It conducts P.E micro-course credit management for freshmen, setting up 1 credit for each semester, and it is put into P.E teaching outline and teaching management.

b) Micro-Course Platform
Through the campus network, it opens a “P.E micro-course” platform, and teachers can upload their own works to the website “P.E micro-course base”, for students to have independent learning.

c) Incentive Mechanism
At the beginning of the year, the school announced the knowledge point content of P.E subject micro-course construction for teachers to have optional development and fabrication, which is not the same as last year’s content knowledge point. Then, the quantity and quality of teachers’ fabricated micro-course are put into the school’s performance appraisal regulations.

d) Projects
For the teachers winning the first, second and third price of the college’s excellent courseware competition, they will be provided with excellent courseware project support.

C. Feasibility Analysis

1) Internet Micro-Era
Micro-course is to let people use the terminal equipment to study in university or at home.

2) Personalized Learning
For students, P.E micro-course can better meet the personalized learning of students for knowledge point, learning according to need, which can consolidate the knowledge and complement deficiency, and it is an important complementary and expanding of traditional classroom learning.

D. Research and Development of Gas Volleyball Micro-Course in Our School

1) DV Camera and Whiteboard
It is more suitable for explaining the tactical link.

Fabrication: The first step: for P.E micro-course topic, it conducts detailed teaching design, forming the teaching plan. The second step: it uses tactics demonstration board for teaching process, and it uses DV recorder to shoot the whole process. The third step: it can conduct necessary editing and beautifying for recording video.

2) Screen Recording Software and PPT
It is more suitable for learning technical movements.

Fabrication: The first step: For the selected teaching knowledge points, we can collect materials and make PPT coursework. The second step: on the computer screen, also,
it opens the video recording software and teaching PPT, and the coach takes the headset, while demonstrating and explaining, and they can use the marking tool and materials, trying to make the teaching process vivid and interesting. The third step: it conducts necessary processing and beautifying for the recorded teaching video.

3) Creative Design Recording

Through more intuitive mode, it can attract students’ eyeball for recording.

Self design: DV camera, screen recording software and PPT courseware

It takes the technical teaching of gas volleyball as an example for fabrication and application introduction, adopting personal creative design recording method: DV camera, screen recording software and PPT courseware (Figure 2).

(Figure 2) Gas volleyball playing technology micro-course teaching fabrication and application

[Note 1] As the online learning video resource, in design, it should consider more about the application effect of micro-course teaching. Taking gas volleyball playing as an example, it makes a simple introduction. DV shooting and teaching activity: we can let two students conduct wrong action demonstration and corresponding improvement and improving practice method for DV shooting, screen recording and PPT courseware explanation: Through PPT courseware design, it combines with the important and difficult point action links of playing.

[Note 2] It not only can provide an independent learning platform for students, but also provide a mutual learning opportunity for peer teachers.

[Note 3] Students conduct evaluation for micro-course teaching and teachers’ comment, which are good for improving teachers’ micro-course teaching quality.

[Note 4] Student feedback is good for teachers and students to mutually monitor “learning process”, in order to achieve the purpose of adjusting timely.

[Note 5] Students can obtain teachers and classmates’ help to obtain the knowledge of playing technology action aspect.

[Note 6] They conduct self-learning inside and outside class, and they learn and practice with teachers in the ball field.

[Note 7] They choose their interested content for independent learning, and they can pause and replay when they don’t understand the technical points or action links, in order to better cultivate students’ self-exercise habits.

E. Teaching Effect of P.E Micro-Course

Through half a year’s experiment teaching, it will conduct comprehensive ability testing of gas volleyball course for the two groups of students at the end of the semester, and the content includes: technical grasping ability, physical quality, self-training ability, physical quality, self-training ability, interest, interpersonal skills. The examination results of experiment group and control group are shown as follows (Table 1).

Table 1 TWO GROUPS OF COMPREHENSIVE ABILITY INDEX PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AFTER EXPERIMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experiment group (n=50)</th>
<th>Control group (n=50)</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical graspability</td>
<td>87.33 ± 5.44</td>
<td>82.15 ± 9.57</td>
<td>5.17 (P&lt;0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-motivability</td>
<td>89.8 ± 3.221</td>
<td>81.32 ± 7.44</td>
<td>8.48 (P&lt;0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interests</td>
<td>88.7 ± 7.36</td>
<td>81.7 ± 8.121</td>
<td>7.17 (P&lt;0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal skills</td>
<td>81.3 ± 5.02</td>
<td>78.5 ± 6.233</td>
<td>2.8 (P&lt;0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical quality</td>
<td>74.6 ± 3.11</td>
<td>74.1 ± 4.21</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 1, two groups of students’ ability performance index doesn’t have significant difference apart from physical quality, and other items have significant difference. Thus, in the teaching process, it adopts micro-course aided teaching mode, which is better than traditional P.E teaching mode.

IV. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusion

For students, P.E micro-course can better meet the personalized learning of various knowledge points in P.E subject, which can avoid deficiencies and also strengthen and consolidate the knowledge.

P.E micro-course website can summarize and exchange the teachers’ excellent teaching resources, which not only can provide an independent learning platform for students, but also provide a chance for mutual learning for peer teachers.
In gas volleyball teaching process, it adopts micro-course aided teaching mode, it can better improve students’ comprehensive ability level.

B. Suggestions

The school micro-course construction should break through the single mode of real classroom teaching situation for class shooting recording, developing multiple micro-course teaching recording mode, conduct independent innovation, grasping students’ interest and attention, with focus content to students, which can let students learn the most important content in the shortest time, and students can strengthen their ability in learning resource and question answering.

Improving micro-course teaching network information platform construction

Strengthening the promotion and application of higher vocational micro-course teaching, fabricating corresponding management regulations, putting micro-course learning into students’ credit confirmation, making micro-course fabrication into teachers’ performance appraisal.

We should strengthen teachers’ micro-course development technology training, with bold innovation and not sticking to one pattern, improving the overall quality of micro-course.
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